INDIAN INSTITUTE OF INSURANCE
SURVEYORS AND LOSS ASSESSORS
(Promoted by IRDA, Govt. of India)

Date: 08-04-2021
NOTICE
Dear Members,
The Financial Year 21-22 has started, and after the first week of April 21 we have opened the
payment gateway for members to make their IIISLA subscription payment effective today
08/04/2021. The members are requested to log in to their respective portal and make their
subscription payment. The window for making the IBF subscription is also provided parallel to the
subscription window.
IBF is voluntary however……………...
In our school days we have learnt that few drops of water can make a mighty ocean hence also to
our IBF Corpus Fund. We are inviting every IIISLA member to be also an IBF Member. This
contribution to IBF serves two purposes
1) It takes care of your family in the unfortunate time of distress, and
2) It takes care of many surveyor colleagues and their families like you who expects support from
somewhere or the other during the time of distress.
Your contribution gets converted in lump sum onetime payment in 12 months period and we at
IIISLA get a chance to support your colleagues and their families. During the last few years since the
inception of IBF, the small contribution from many of IIISLA members who opted for IBF could reach
as unmatched help to 89 IBF member’s families and a staggering sum of around 3.35 crores was
disbursed from the IBF corpus fund. This would not have been possible for all such members who
voluntarily joined the scheme, not just to de-risk their family ‘s future but knowing pretty well that
their contribution would go a long way helping, at times, unknown family members of their
professional brethren. Today we all can be proud that our Institute with its IBF corpus fund could do
so much, and with more of us opting to join we are sure this IBF fund will be a reliable and trusted
pillar of support to all our members who opt for it.
The IBF contribution serves better than any insurance product or investment plan and the better
part of it is that whether you claim IBF in your lifetime or not, with your contribution it serves many
who are surveyors like you working for their families and are members of IIISLA.
The Central council invites every member of IIISLA (we are today 10,000 in numbers) to join hands to
develop this IBF corpus fund where we can satisfy and ensure that all our members are under a
coverage of our own Institute which will be a pride & honor and shows the trust we have for our
Institute.
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